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WARRANTY CARD
PWC-400

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
PWC-400

1

WARRANTY CARD (12 months): TURBO HANDY 2 in 1

2

DATE OF PURCHASE:

3

SERIAL NO.:

4

STAMP AND SIGNATURE OF RETAILER:

5

NAME AND ADDRESS OF PURCHASER:

6

FAULT/DEFECT:

7

This warranty card has to be sent to the retailer, together with the defective device and the receipt as
proof of purchase.
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1. OVERVIEW

1A

TURBO POWER UNIT switch

1B

HANDY UNIT switch

2

TURBO POWER UNIT

2.1

Upper handle

2.2

Handle foldable axis

2.3

Handle folding button

2.4

Release button

2.5

Main body

2.6

Electrical TURBO BRUSH

3

HANDY UNIT

4

FILTER UNIT
4.1: Washable filter
4.2: Filter baffle

5

TURBO BRUSH assembly with Rolling Brush

6

CHARGING BASE
6.1: Charger

7

Filter assembly

8

ZEPTER free-standing mechanism
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2. IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE
• The device is only authorised for private, domestic use!
• Do not leave the device unsupervised when the charging plug is connected.
• The devices is not a toy, therefore please be particularly careful when children are around.
• Check the device and connections regularly for visible damage. The device must not be used if the
housing is damaged or other damage is present.

• Never attempt to open the device or the mains adapter yourself or to replace the connecting cable.

Always have repairs to the device carried out by a Zepter service centre. There is considerable
danger to the user if repairs are faulty.

• Never pull on the cable to disconnect the mains adapter from the mains, always use the plug.
• Do not trap the mains adapter cable and when using the adapter, pay attention to where the

cable is to prevent any danger of tripping over it. Keep the cable away from heated surfaces (e.g.
cooker surfaces).

• Do not touch the mains adapter and cable with wet hands.
• Do not use the unit outside.
• Do not use the device to pick up inflammable fluids (e.g. Fuel or solvent) or burning objects (e.g.
ash, lit cigarettes).

• Never vacuum up sharp objects such as shards of glass etc.
• Do not point the vacuum cleaner at persons or animals when in operation.
• Only use the mains adapter on dry surfaces in buildings.
• Only use the device with the accessories supplied.
• Please keep these instructions in a safe place.
• If passing on the device to someone else, please give them these operating instructions as well.
• This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical,

sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been
given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their
safety.

• Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
• If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or
similarly qualified persons in order to avoid danger.

• Use only with the provided adaptor.
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3. GETTING STARTED
Unpacking and assembly
Check that all the parts are in the box. Parts breakdown: see chapter 1. OVERVIEW.
1 Extend the handle by unfolding it.
You can store it easily and save space by folding the handle.
Assemble the charging unit firmly.

➡
2 Fit the Electrical Turbo Brush by carefully inserting it into the vacuum
compartment.

3 Position the charging station close to a mains socket (well away from heat
sources or wet places). Insert the adaptor into the mains socket and connect the
charging station.
Zepter free-standing mechanism
The Zepter free-standing mechanism is one of those intelligent little features that
can be found on all Zepter appliances. The Zepter free-standing mechanism keeps
the TURBOhandy 2in1 in an upright position even without its charging unit. This
feature lets you work hands-free when you need to rearrange furniture or anything
else while cleaning.

➡
5

4. CHARGING
Rest the device on the charging unit, (note: always make sure that the device is
turned off ). The indicator light will keep on flashing during the charging
process. Once the charging is finished, the light will stay on. It takes 14-16
hours to fully charge the batteries before the first use. When the device is totally
discharged, approximately 12-14 hours’ charging is required for the battery to
regain full capacity. In order to ensure that it is always ready for use, the device
should be left on charger when not in use. The adaptor may become warm during
charging, this is normal.

The Charger PWC-400-054 and Battery (12V 1800mAh) PWC-400-043
are available individually should they need to be replaced. Contact
your local Zepter Service Centre.
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5. FUNCTIONS
Cleaning your floor and carpet has never been so handy! TURBOhandy 2in1 is
your new incredibly practical dual appliance to brush and vacuum every corner of
your home. Cordless and rechargeable, this handy device splits in two: the Turbo
power unit, a bigger unit for floor and carpets and the Handy unit for crumbs
and dust.

5.1 Vacuuming floors and carpets with the TURBO POWER UNIT
Despite its light appearance the TURBOhandy 2in1 has got great power through
its electrical Turbo Brush. Now dust and dirt have no escape.
Its slim form and light weight combined with the strong action of its powerful
Turbo Brush make TURBOhandy 2in1 your indispensable dirt and dust killer.
Most of all, TURBOhandy 2in1 will follow you everywhere with no sign of tiredness
or lapse in performance. Cordless and quickly recharged after use.
The powerful Turbo Brush is provided with a suction unit and a rotating carpet
sweeper brush, operated by the same suction air. Turbo Brush is a carpet sweeper
that is able to completely vacuum dust as well as pet hairs and other fibres from all
kinds of floors.
You should regularly check that the nozzle cushions and the brush roller are clean
in order to avoid scratching delicate floors.

Start the device by pushing the on/off switch (1A) away from you.

5.2 Vacuuming tables, furniture, car seats and more with the HANDY UNIT
Breadcrumbs on tables, sticky hair on furniture, spoiled car seats and every
awkward corner will be easily vacuumed thanks to the Handy unit: just press the
release button (2.4) and the Handy unit is ready to use. With its crevice nozzle fitted
you can reach even the narrowest places.
Keep the release button pressed to take the Handy unit off.
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6. MAINTENANCE
Emptying/cleaning
Careful cleaning of the dust container and filters.
1 Remove the whole dust container by pressing the release button and twisting
the dust container off.

➥

➥

➡

2 Pulling out the filter unit (4) and emptying the contents of the dust container into
a suitable vessel or bag.
(The filter can be shaken clean or cleaned and rinsed using warm water. Make
sure that the parts are dry before they are reassembled).

3 Reassemble the components.
Firstly assemble the filter baffle (4.2) onto the washable filter (4.1), then put the
filter into the filter unit (4), refer to below pictures.

Secondly assemble the dust container by following the detaching procedure in
reverse.
The Filtration System Set PWC-400-102 is available individually should it need
to be replaced. Contact your local Zepter Service Centre.
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Cleaning the Rolling Brush

If the Rolling Brush (5) becomes blocked or jammed for any reason, the vacuum
power will be reduced. The Rolling Brush may then need to be cleaned. First turn
off the device, and then carefully use a pair of scissors or a sharp knife to remove any
items such as threads that may have become entangled.
If the Rolling Brush needs to be lifted out – open the hatch cover by turning the
locking screw anti-clockwise with a screwdriver or other tool. The hatch cover will
come slightly free and can now be removed.

Lift out the roller brush and clean it. Replace the Rolling Brush and make sure that
it fits into its guiding tracks, and make sure that it can spin freely.
Replace the hatch cover and lock by turning clockwise as far as possible.

Cleaning of wheel axles

If a wheel is jammed by threads or dirt: remove the wheels by carefully loosening
them with a screwdriver inserted into the cavity. Remove threads or any other
objects that may have become jammed in the wheels’ axles. Reassemble the wheels
by pressing them tightly together.
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

ADAPTOR INPUT:

230-240V~ 50Hz

ADAPTOR OUTPUT:

15.6V DC 400mA

NET WEIGHT:

3.4 kg

SIZES:

113.50 X 16.00 X 27.00 (CM)

PRODUCT CODE:

PWC - 400

8. DISPOSAL
In accordance with art. 13 of Legislative Decree no. 151 dated 25 July 2005, the implementation
of European Directives 2002/95/EC, 2002/96/EC and 2003/108/EC on the reduced use of
hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment, and their disposal, the barred
bin symbol means that at the end of its useful life the product must be disposed of separately
from ordinary waste.
At the end of its useful life, therefore, the user must dispose of the appliance at the
specific differentiated waste collection centres for electronic and electro-technical waste,
or alternatively give it to the retailer to dispose of appropriately upon purchasing a new
equivalent appliance, under the one-for-one rule.
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9. WARRANTY STATEMENT
This appliance can only be assigned to the functions it has been designed for,
i.e. house cleaning and air enhancement. Zepter International cannot be held
responsible for any damage deriving from improper, incorrect or unreasonable
use. All our appliances have undergone strict inspection tests and are guaranteed
against manufacturing defects. The guarantee starts from the date of purchase. The
date of purchase is the date shown on the invoice issued by the dealer upon the
delivery of the appliance. Zepter Service Centre undertakes to repair or replace
cost-free within the guarantee period those parts that prove to have manufacturing
defects. Those defects that are not clearly attributable to either the material or the
manufacturing will be examined at one of our Technical Service Centres or at our
headquarters and charged according to the outcome.
The Warranty is only valid if:
1. The machine shows material or product defects.
2. No signs of breaking by the customer or the presence of no original pieces fit by
other people had been found.
3. Original accessories had been used.
4. The machine has not been overloaded or crashed.
The Warranty does not include:
1. The parts which can normally wear out.
2. The damages caused by transport, inadequate use, negligence, incorrect
installation and use, not in conformity with the warning listed in the machine
catalogue.
This guarantee does not affect the consumer’s statutory rights under applicable
national legislation in force, nor the consumer’s rights against the retailer arising
from the sales/purchase agreement.
In the absence of applicable national legislation, this guarantee will be consumer’s
sole and exclusive legal remedy, and Zepter shall not be liable for any incidental
or consequential damages for breach of any express of implied guarantee of this
product. The liability of Zepter is limited to and shall not exceed the purchase price
of the product actually paid by the consumer.
This guarantee covers no damage to the product resulting from abuse or misuse of
the product, inappropriate packaging, accidents, maintenance and repairs done by
unauthorised centres.
If, after the purchase of the product, its label with the serial number has been
removed or is not recognisable, Zepter reserves the right to refuse the guarantee
service.
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10. TROUBLESHOOTING

ISSUES

Vacuum will not operate.

Electrical Turbo Brush will not
operate.

POSSIBLE CAUSES

SOLUTIONS

Batteries are discharged.

Charge vacuum on Charger Base.

Dead battery (won’t hold
charge).

Replace battery (call your Zepter
Service Centre for info).

Contacts between Vacuum and
Charging Base are dirty.

Clean contacts off with damp
cloth. Be sure to dry contacts
completely before use.

No power coming through
electrical outlet.

Check fuse or breaker box replace fuse or reset breaker.

The two metal pins on Electrical
Turbo Brush are not in contact
with Vacuum.

Electrical Turbo Brush is
clogged.

Vacuum will not pick up, or
suction power is weak.

Dust escaping from Vacuum.
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Firmly insert the Electrical
Turbo Brush into the Air Intake
Nozzle of Hand Vacuum - this
will connect the Electrical Turbo
Brush Roller to the unit’s power
supply.
Remove hair, threads, etc.
from Electrical Turbo Brush
(see chapter 6).

Dust Cup container is full.

Empty Dust Cup.

Dust Cup Filter needs cleaning
or replacement.

Remove Dust Cup Filter and
check for blockage in air flow
duct and remove debris. Replace
Dust Cup Filter if necessary (call
your Zepter Service Centre for
info).

Unit needs to be recharged.

Charge unit on Charger Base.

Dust Cup container is full.

Empty Dust Cup container.

Dust Cup Filter not installed
properly.

Review Dust Cup Filter
installation instructions and
re-insert Filter.

Puncture/hole in Dust Cup Filter.

Replace Dust Cup Filter (call your
Zepter Service Centre for info).

